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SPaG Adverb Openers
Adverbs can be used to make the content, as well as the 
structure of sentences, more interesting.


First, fill the gap in each sentence below with an adverb. 
Then rearrange the sentence so that it starts with an 
adverb and a comma. To make them as interesting as 
you can, you may add a few words. This will level up your 
writing and make it more sophisticated.


e.g.   The boy raced down the street quickly.


         Quickly, the thieving boy raced away down the street.


1. He looked at his watch  


                                                              
 


2. He peered round the edge of the doorway  


                                                              
 


3. He clung onto the cliff-face  


                                                              
 


4. They called the police  


 


Finish these sentences in your own words. Make them as interesting as possible using 
ambitious vocabulary.


5. Hungrily,  


6. Desperately,  


7. Fearfully,  


8. Courageously,  
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SPaG Adverb Openers - Answers


SPaG Adverb Openers - Answers


1. He looked at his watch hastily. 
2. He peered round the edge of the doorway nervously. 
3. He clung onto the cliff-face desperately. 
4. They called the police confidently. 
5. Hungrily, she devoured the banana in two gigantic mouthfuls. 
6. Desperately, he chased after the mysterious girl through the darkened alleyway. 
7. Fearfully, she crept into the room. 
8. Courageously, he barricaded the castle’s entrance against the hordes of demonic 


soldiers. 


1. He looked at his watch hastily. 
2. He peered round the edge of the doorway nervously. 
3. He clung onto the cliff-face desperately. 
4. They called the police confidently. 
5. Hungrily, she devoured the banana in two gigantic mouthfuls. 
6. Desperately, he chased after the mysterious girl through the darkened alleyway. 
7. Fearfully, she crept into the room. 
8. Courageously, he barricaded the castle’s entrance against the hordes of demonic 


soldiers. 
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SPaG Ambitious Vocabulary
1. Look at the words in the grid. Are there any whose meanings you are not sure of? Use a dictionary to find out the definitions. 
2. Choose ten words from the grid. Use them to write a paragraph.


ambitious atrociously aggressive blustery belittling


comforting catastrophic delightful divine elegant


ecstatic extravagant formidable ferocious gruesome


hostile inquisitive judgemental knarred kraken


loveable liability manual mortifying narcissist


nobility obliterate obnoxious pliable patriotic


quaint quirky resilient resentful serendipity 


spiteful terrorising thunderous undeniable unbelievably


victorious vulgar whimsical wistful xenophobia


yearning yen zeal zen zonal
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SPaG Apostrophes
Belonging:


We can use apostrophes to show 
something belongs to someone/
something:


e.g. the man’s car


If something belongs to more than 
one person, the apostrophe goes at 
the end of the word:


e.g. the girls’ coats


Re-write the sentences below, using 
apostrophes correctly:


Nathans exercise book


Lauras phone


The heroes reward


The boys laugh


The witches broomsticks


Think of two more of your own:


• 


• 


Contractions


do not becomes don’t 


you are becomes you’re


we will becomes  


she will becomes  


they are becomes  


we are becomes  


I am becomes  


you will becomes  


it is becomes  


are not becomes  


will not becomes  


Plurals


A plural shows that there is more than one of 
something:


cat becomes cats


pupil becomes pupils


You do not need to use apostrophes for plurals!  
This will cost you marks in the exam.


Add the apostrophes only when needed 
(remember not to use them for plurals).


Its Georges big day. Hes been revising for weeks.  
He wasnt using apostrophes correctly but now hes 
using them for all sorts of different texts. If he carries 
on doing this, he wont fail to reach his target grade. 
The papers in the exam can be quite challenging but 
hes ready. Id be surprised if he forgets any of the 
techniques weve learned because hes studied lots.  
He cant forget the all-important rule: Apostrophes 
dont need to be used for plurals. This way, his 
teachers nerves are calm, knowing Georges SPaG is 
much more accurate.


Apostrophes can also be used to make contractions, or shortened words 
(we use this a lot in informal writing).







SPaG Apostrophes - Answers SPaG Apostrophes - Answers
Belonging: Contractions


Nathan’s exercise book


Laura’s phone


The heroes’ reward


The boy’s laugh


The witches’ broomsticks


We will becomes we’ll 


She will becomes she’ll 


They are becomes they’re 


We are becomes we’re 


I am becomes I’m 


You will becomes you’ll 


It is becomes it’s 


We are becomes we’re 


Are not becomes aren’t 


Will not becomes won’t


Plurals


It’s George’s big day.  He’s been revising for weeks.  He wasn’t 
using apostrophes correctly but now he’s using them for all sorts 
of different texts.  If he carries on doing this, he won’t fail to reach 
his target grade.  The papers in the exam can be quite challenging 
but he’s ready.  I’d be surprised if he forgets any of the techniques  
we’ve learned because he’s studied lots. He can’t forget the all-
important rule: Apostrophes don’t need to be used for plurals.  
This way his teacher’s nerves are calm, knowing George’s SPaG 
is much more accurate. 


Belonging: Contractions


Nathan’s exercise book


Laura’s phone


The heroes’ reward


The boy’s laugh


The witches’ broomsticks


We will becomes we’ll 


She will becomes she’ll 


They are becomes they’re 


We are becomes we’re 


I am becomes I’m 


You will becomes you’ll 


It is becomes it’s 


We are becomes we’re 


Are not becomes aren’t 


Will not becomes won’t


Plurals


It’s George’s big day.  He’s been revising for weeks.  He wasn’t 
using apostrophes correctly but now he’s using them for all sorts 
of different texts.  If he carries on doing this, he won’t fail to reach 
his target grade.  The papers in the exam can be quite challenging 
but he’s ready.  I’d be surprised if he forgets any of the techniques  
we’ve learned because he’s studied lots. He can’t forget the all-
important rule: Apostrophes don’t need to be used for plurals.  
This way his teacher’s nerves are calm, knowing George’s SPaG 
is much more accurate. 








SPaG Connectives SPaG Connectives 


Anne went to the hospital                          she had broken her arm.


however     because     despite     yet


The girls completed the marathon                        having a stitch. 


however     because     despite    yet


The snow lay thickly on the floor.                   , school was open.  


however    because    despite   yet


The elderly lady continued on her way            it was getting dark.


unless   as    although    because     when    since


Do not come in the room                         a red light is on.      


unless   as   although   because    when    since 


Alan fell asleep on the settee                         he was so tired.   


unless   as   although   because    when    since 


Precious gobbled her food                        she saw the cat coming.


unless   as   although   because    when    since


Anne went to the hospital                          she had broken her arm.


however     because     despite     yet


The girls completed the marathon                        having a stitch. 


however     because     despite    yet


The snow lay thickly on the floor.                   , school was open.  


however    because    despite   yet


The elderly lady continued on her way            it was getting dark.


unless   as    although    because     when    since


Do not come in the room                         a red light is on.      


unless   as   although   because    when    since 


Alan fell asleep on the settee                         he was so tired.   


unless   as   although   because    when    since 


Precious gobbled her food                        she saw the cat coming.


unless   as   although   because    when    since


Circle the most suitable connective to complete the sentences below. Circle the most suitable connective to complete the sentences below.
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SPaG Connectives - Answers SPaG Connectives 
Anne went to the hospital because she had broken her arm. 


The girls completed the marathon despite having a stitch. 


The snow lay thickly on the floor.  However, the school was open. 


The elderly lady continued on her way as it was getting dark. 


Do not come in the room when a red light is on. 


Alan fell asleep on the settee because he was so tired. 


Precious gobbled her food when she saw the cat coming. 


Anne went to the hospital because she had broken her arm. 


The girls completed the marathon despite having a stitch. 


The snow lay thickly on the floor.  However, the school was open. 


The elderly lady continued on her way as it was getting dark. 


Do not come in the room when a red light is on. 


Alan fell asleep on the settee because he was so tired. 


Precious gobbled her food when she saw the cat coming. 
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SPaG Dialogue
When you write a conversation, there are certain rules you must follow. 


Rule One: You must use speech marks around the words that have 
been spoken. It doesn’t matter if you use “ or ‘, as long as you use the 
same one all the way through.


“Mark? Do you want some tea?” his dad called again. Challenge 1: Correct the dialogue below.
Come over here my dad said no I don’t want to you need to come 
here now my dad said loudly.


 


 


 


Challenge 2: Write your own conversation using the 
above rules. Tick them off as you use them. 
 


 


 


 


 


 


Rule Three: There must always be a punctuation mark (a comma, 
full stop, exclamation mark or question mark) before you close your 
inverted commas.


“Mark? Do you want some tea?” his dad called again.  


“No,” he shouted, trying to make his voice sound sad.


Rule Four: The word after the inverted commas – provided you 
haven’t used a full stop before them – is always a small letter (unless 
it’s a name).


“Mark? Do you want some tea?” his dad called again  


“No,” said Mark.


Rule Two: Begin a new line for each different speaker.


“Mark? Do you want some tea?” his dad called again.


“No,” he shouted, trying to make his voice sound sad.  
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SPaG Dialogue - Answers SPaG Dialogue - Answers
Challenge 1: Correct the dialogue.
Come over here my dad said no I don’t want to you need to come 
here now my dad said loudly.


“Come over here,” my dad said. 


“No, I don’t want to.” 


“You need to come here now,” my dad said loudly.  


Challenge 1: Correct the dialogue.
Come over here my dad said no I don’t want to you need to come 
here now my dad said loudly.


“Come over here,” my dad said. 


“No, I don’t want to.” 


“You need to come here now,” my dad said loudly.  


Challenge 2: Own conversation. 


“Stop what you’re doing and put your hands up!” shouted the 
police officer. 


“It’s not what you think,” I said, slowly turning round. 


“Stop right now!” said the officer. “Or I’ll shoot.” 


“No.  I don’t think you will,” I replied. 


Challenge 2: Own conversation. 


“Stop what you’re doing and put your hands up!” shouted the 
police officer. 


“It’s not what you think,” I said, slowly turning round. 


“Stop right now!” said the officer. “Or I’ll shoot.” 


“No.  I don’t think you will,” I replied. 
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SPaG Homophones There/Their/They’re


there = place (e.g. it’s over there)


their = belonging (e.g. it’s their house)


they’re = short for they are (e.g. they’re 
not very nice)


Fill in the gaps using the correct 
homophone:


It was not                         fault. 


It was                         that he met Sarah.


Finally, they got to                         seats.


The teacher was always                         .


It’s not over                          .


                         is only one rule to follow.


                         being really mean.


there = place (e.g. it’s over there)


their = belonging (e.g. it’s their house)


they’re = short for they are (e.g. they’re 
not very nice)


Fill in the gaps using the correct 
homophone:


It was not                         fault. 


It was                         that he met Sarah.


Finally, they got to                         seats.


The teacher was always                         .


It’s not over                          .


                         is only one rule to follow.


                         being really mean.


there = place (e.g. it’s over there)


their = belonging (e.g. it’s their house)


they’re = short for they are (e.g. they’re 
not very nice)


Fill in the gaps using the correct 
homophone:


It was not                         fault. 


It was                         that he met Sarah.


Finally, they got to                         seats.


The teacher was always                         .


It’s not over                          .


                         is only one rule to follow.


                         being really mean.


there = place (e.g. it’s over there)


their = belonging (e.g. it’s their house)


they’re = short for they are (e.g. they’re 
not very nice)


Fill in the gaps using the correct 
homophone:


It was not                         fault. 


It was                         that he met Sarah.


Finally, they got to                         seats.


The teacher was always                         .


It’s not over                          .


                         is only one rule to follow.


                         being really mean.
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SPaG Homophones 
There/Their/They’re - Answers
It was not their fault. 


It was there that he met Sarah. 


Finally, they got to their seats. 


The teacher was always there. 


It’s not over there. 


There is only one rule to follow. 


They’re being really mean. 


It was not their fault. 


It was there that he met Sarah. 


Finally, they got to their seats. 


The teacher was always there. 


It’s not over there. 


There is only one rule to follow. 


They’re being really mean. 


SPaG Homophones 
There/Their/They’re - Answers
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SPaG Homophones Where/Wear/We’re


where = place (e.g. Where is the nearest 
takeaway?)


wear = clothing (e.g. I am going to wear 
my hat)


we’re = short for we are (e.g. we’re not 
very good friends)


Fill in the gaps using the correct 
homophone:


                                  are all of the shops? 


Are you really going to                             that?


                            really happy together.


Do you want to                              


this coat?


                                    all going to a party.


                            on earth did you get 


that from?


It’s                                dreams are made.


I know                             going to be okay.


It’s easy to know                               to go.


where = place (e.g. Where is the nearest 
takeaway?)


wear = clothing (e.g. I am going to wear 
my hat)


we’re = short for we are (e.g. we’re not 
very good friends)


Fill in the gaps using the correct 
homophone:


                                  are all of the shops? 


Are you really going to                             that?


                            really happy together.


Do you want to                              


this coat?


                                    all going to a party.


                            on earth did you get 


that from?


It’s                                dreams are made.


I know                             going to be okay.


It’s easy to know                               to go.
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SPaG Homophones 
Where/Wear/We’re - Answers
Where are all of the shops? 


Are you really going to wear that? 


We’re really happy together. 


Do you want to wear this coat? 


We’re all going to a party. 


Where on earth did you get that from? 


It’s where dreams are made. 


I know we’re going to be okay.


It’s easy to know where to go. 


Where are all of the shops? 


Are you really going to wear that? 


We’re really happy together. 


Do you want to wear this coat? 


We’re all going to a party. 


Where on earth did you get that from? 


It’s where dreams are made. 


I know we’re going to be okay.


It’s easy to know where to go. 


SPaG Homophones 
Where/Wear/We’re - Answers
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SPaG Look, Cover, Write Spellings
Some words have been spelled incorrectly in your work. Follow the strategy below to help you to learn their spellings for the future!


1. Look at the word and memorise what you can see. 
2. Cover the correct spelling with your finger – no cheating!
3. Write the word in the ‘1st attempt’ column.
4. Uncover the correct spelling and check against your attempt. Correct?  


Give yourself a big tick! Not quite right? Try again using the same steps as above!


Spelling 1st Attempt 2nd Attempt 3rd Attempt 4th Attempt 5th Attempt
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SPaG Punctuation Prompts
Roll a die to select a punctuation mark, then follow the instructions to write a sentence using that piece of punctuation.


1


Speech Marks “ ”


Use speech marks to show words that are spoken out loud. 
Remember, all punctuation goes inside the speech marks!


Example: “Come here!” the man shouted.


2


Semicolon ;


Join two sentences that are linked in content. Remember, 
you can use them instead of ‘but’, ‘and’ or ‘because’.


Example: I went home; it was late.


3


Comma  ,


Use a comma after an adverb opener in a sentence.


Example: Slowly, the caretaker locked the doors.


4


Brackets ( ) 


Use brackets to show extra information.


Example: Joanne (the school prefect) went to the front of the hall.


5


Ellipsis ...


Use ellipsis to show a pause, an interruption or uncertainty.


Example: There may be happy endings around the corner…


6


Colon :


Use a colon to introduce items in a list.


Use to link two clauses, where the second follows or 
explains the first.


Example: I had taken lots with me: sweets, drinks and some chocolate.


I worked incredibly hard: I got some excellent GCSE results.
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SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG 
Challenge Cards
Teacher instructions: Cut out (and laminate if 
you wish) the cards and hand out to students 
as they complete a piece of written work. These 
could also be used as a higher ability tool to 
stretch and challenge.


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your sentences 
to rewrite using a place opener, 
such as: Next to…/Below…/To 


the side of…


Challenge Card!


Write a sentence using a  
semi-colon.


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your sentences to 
rewrite using an adverb opener.


Challenge Card!


Choose three words in your work 
and up-level them to a more 


ambitious word. 


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your sentences to 
rewrite using a verb opener.


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your simple 
sentences and make it into a 


compound sentence using and, 
but or so as a connective.


Challenge Card!


Write a sentence using a colon.







SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


SPaG Challenge Cards


Challenge Card!


Pause in your writing and  
double-check you have used 


commas accurately when using 
different sentence openers. 


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your compound 
sentences. Rewrite it so that 


your subordinate clause is in a 
different place.


Challenge Card!


Pause in your writing and  
double-check your capital  


letters, full stops and commas  
in your work. Are they accurate?


Challenge Card!


Use a one-word  
sentence for effect. 


Challenge Card!


Write a sentence that uses a list 
and make sure you use your 


commas accurately!


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your sentences 
and rewrite using a time opener.


Challenge Card!


Choose one of your  
sentences and rewrite it as a 


complex sentence with an  
embedded clause.


Challenge Card!


Use a short, snappy  
sentence for effect. 








SPaG Word Classes
Select a letter from the alphabet and add a word beginning with that letter to the table for each word class.


adjective = a describing word


noun = an object, person or place 


adverb = a word that tells us how something is done, usually ending in ‘ly’


verb = a word that describes an action, which can be used with the word ‘to’ at the start


Letter Adjective Noun Adverb Verb


B beautiful bear barely blow


T tender tree tirelessly trudge
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